Checks and balances make us strong
We let the cracked bell go ding dong.

We need checks and balances
To help us with our challenges

All those fantastic balances and checks
Guide the law through all those different steps

America does not have a king
Liberty Bell come and ring.

Franklin only had two years of school
Those writers must have been very cool

The thing they wrote was very big
Each one wearing a silly wig

When Franklin saw the chair
He wondered what was there.

When he saw the sun
The rising had begun.

The preamble is by we the ordinary
Not cause you’re rich. Not cause you’re scary

Congress won with our votes
They represent all the folks

So Congress needs to be foremost
It’s not just an old signpost
If Congress makes laws and the President minds
He tells them, “No,” and a veto he signs

Senate 67 House 290 is a super majority
Presidents might wish they had more authority

The President appoints the judges
Then the Senate checks for smudges.

The President can’t do whatever he wants
He can’t take over stores and restaurants

The Constitution sees if it’s right
Then the government gives a green light.

The judges cannot make the laws
The Constitution says that with no withdraws

If judges weren’t checked
The country might have wrecked

The Congress should stop tyranny
Are we watching? We do our job terribly.

We need help from your friends and you
Or else we might have to tell America adieu.